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Abstract 

Background Previously developed TaME‑seq method for deep sequencing of HPV, allowed simultaneous identifica‑
tion of the human papillomavirus (HPV) DNA consensus sequence, low‑frequency variable sites, and chromosomal 
integration events. The method has been successfully validated and applied to the study of five carcinogenic high‑risk 
(HR) HPV types (HPV16, 18, 31, 33, and 45). Here, we present TaME‑seq2 with an updated laboratory workflow and bio‑
informatics pipeline. The HR‑HPV type repertoire was expanded with HPV51, 52, and 59. As a proof‑of‑concept, TaME‑
seq2 was applied on SARS‑CoV‑2 positive samples showing the method’s flexibility to a broader range of viruses, both 
DNA and RNA.

Results Compared to TaME‑seq version 1, the bioinformatics pipeline of TaME‑seq2 is approximately 40× faster. In 
total, 23 HPV‑positive samples and seven SARS‑CoV‑2 clinical samples passed the threshold of 300× mean depth and 
were submitted to further analysis. The mean number of variable sites per 1 kb was ~ 1.5× higher in SARS‑CoV‑2 than 
in HPV‑positive samples. Reproducibility and repeatability of the method were tested on a subset of samples. A viral 
integration breakpoint followed by a partial genomic deletion was found in within‑run replicates of HPV59‑positive 
sample. Identified viral consensus sequence in two separate runs was > 99.9% identical between replicates, differing 
by a couple of nucleotides identified in only one of the replicates. Conversely, the number of identical minor nucleo‑
tide variants (MNVs) differed greatly between replicates, probably caused by PCR‑introduced bias. The total number of 
detected MNVs, calculated gene variability and mutational signature analysis, were unaffected by the sequencing run.

Conclusion TaME‑seq2 proved well suited for consensus sequence identification, and the detection of low‑fre‑
quency viral genome variation and viral‑chromosomal integrations. The repertoire of TaME‑seq2 now encompasses 
seven HR‑HPV types. Our goal is to further include all HR‑HPV types in the TaME‑seq2 repertoire. Moreover, with a 
minor modification of previously developed primers, the same method was successfully applied for the analysis of 
SARS‑CoV‑2 positive samples, implying the ease of adapting TaME‑seq2 to other viruses.
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Background
New sequencing methods have enabled deep diving into 
viral genomics and viral-host interactions. Nearly all 
cases of cervical cancer have persistent infections with 
human papillomavirus (HPV) as a causative agent [1]. 
Recent studies of HPV intra-host variation have revealed 
the presence of minor nucleotide variants (MNVs) below 
the consensus sequence level that can be of clinical rele-
vance for the development of HPV-induced cervical can-
cer [2, 3]. Additionally, the clinical relevance of intra-host 
MNVs is not limited to HPV infections, as shown in pre-
vious deep-sequencing studies of other viral infections 
[4–7]. Furthermore, the integration of the HPV genome 
into the human genome is frequently observed [8] and is 
considered a driving event in HPV-induced cancer devel-
opment [9].

A tagmentation-assisted multiplex PCR enrichment 
sequencing protocol, TaME-seq, for deep sequencing of 
HPV, has previously been developed [10]. This proto-
col allows simultaneous identification of the consensus 
sequence, low-frequency variable sites, and chromosomal 
integration events within clinical samples. Similar meth-
ods generally allow the analysis of either HPV genomic 
variability or integrations and are also less cost-efficient 
[11–13]. TaME-seq has been successfully applied to study 
high-risk (HR) HPV types, HPV16, 18, 31, 33, and 45 [10, 
14, 15]. This study presents TaME-seq2 with an updated 
laboratory workflow and bioinformatics pipeline (Fig. 1). 

In addition, the HPV repertoire is expanded to include 
three HR-HPV types, HPV51, 52, and 59. Investigat-
ing intra-host genomic events in less studied HR-HPV 
types broadens our understanding of mechanisms behind 
HPV-induced carcinogenesis, while also giving insight 
into why some HPV types have a higher carcinogenic 
potential than others. Therefore, our long-term goal is to 
include all HR-HPV types in the TaME-seq2 repertoire. 
Furthermore, we present a proof-of-concept that TaME-
seq2 can be used for SARS-CoV-2 sequencing and easily 
be applied to both DNA and RNA viruses.

Results
Summarized sequencing results for each virus type 
are shown in Table  1. Detailed sequencing results of 36 
cervical cell samples positive for HPV51/52/59 (12 per 
type), HPV harbouring plasmid samples with targeted 
types (two per type), 23 SARS-CoV-2 positive samples, 
and negative controls are presented in Additional file 1: 
Table S2. The total number of generated raw reads from 
all HPV samples was 553.3 million, of which 72.9 million 
mapped to HPV. The percentage of raw reads mapping 
to the target HPV was 14.3% for all samples, and after 
the low-quality samples were filtered out (three HPV51, 
five HPV52, and five HPV59), the percentage increased 
to 15.5%, while these values were 33,5% and 38.1% for 
the trimmed reads, respectively. Only 0.4% of the HPV 
reads mapped to off-target HPV types. No significant 

Fig. 1 Overview of the TaME‑seq2 workflow. The workflow is divided into three steps, primer design shown separately for SARS‑CoV‑2 and 
HPV51/52/59, lab workflow consisting of tagmentation step, touch‑down PCR and Illumina sequencing, and bioinformatics analysis represented as 
a flowchart
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difference in the number of off-target mapping reads was 
found between samples with single and multiple HPV 
infections (Wilcoxson test, p = 0.15). Mean sequencing 
depth ranged between 0.06× and 82 704×. In total, 23 
HPV-positive samples, excluding positive plasmid con-
trols, passed the threshold of 300× mean depth and were 
submitted for further analysis.

Sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 positive samples resulted 
in 529.5 million raw reads, of which 28.8 million mapped 
to the SARS-CoV-2 genome. Seven samples passed the 
minimum requirement for subsequent analysis, with a 
mean percentage of raw and trimmed reads mapping to 
SARS-CoV-2 being 17.3% and 39.9% respectively (Addi-
tional file 1: Table S2). Coverage plots of three represent-
ative samples from each HPV type and one SARS-CoV-2 
positive sample are shown in Fig. 2.

Analysis of viral deletion and viral integration 
into the human genome
Integration was found in only one within-run repli-
cate 10a-HPV59/10b-HPV59. Two reported integration 
breakpoints were found in the HPV genes E2 and E5, and 
in the human chromosome 2 (Additional file 1: Table S3 
and Figure S2). Deletions were found between 2348 and 
3039 bp in 10a-HPV59, and between 2349 and 3036 bp in 
10b-HPV59 corresponding to the segments of E1 and E2 
genes (Additional file 1: Figure S1). In SARS-CoV-2 posi-
tive samples, neither viral deletion nor integration events 
were detected.

Moreover, two short regions with a coverage drop were 
observed in all HPV51 samples. The affected nucleotides 
positions were found between 4416–4430 and 4690–
4692, corresponding to the L2 gene region, most likely 
due to suboptimal primer hybridization and/or poor 
alignment against the reference genome (Fig. 2A).

Minor nucleotide variation and mutational signature 
analysis
Minor nucleotide variation analysis identified 21, 19, and 
20 average MNVs per sample in HPV51, 52, and 59 posi-
tive samples, respectively. The number of MNVs found 
within individual samples ranged from 3 to 53 irrespec-
tive of HPV type (Table 1, Additional file 1: Figure S3A). 
Moreover, MNVs’ positions were scattered throughout 
the genomes, with HPV59 E7 showing the highest degree 
of variation per base pair (Fig. 3A).

The mean number of variable sites in SARS-CoV-2 was 
116 (Table  1, Additional file  1: Figure S3B). Accounting 
for gene length, ORF6 had the highest number of MNVs 
per base pair (Fig. 3B). The mean number of variable sites 
per 1 kb in SARS-CoV-2 was ~ 1.5× higher compared to 
HPV types (Table 1).

Mutational signatures found in HPV51, 52, and 
59 were almost identical, with C > T and T > C being 
the most prevalent substitutions regardless of the tri-
nucleotide context and HPV type (Fig.  4). Out of 
all C > T substitutions detected, the ones in the tri-
nucleotide context TCW (W is either A or T) were 

Fig. 2 Sequencing coverage in representative HPV51, 52, 59, and SARS‑CoV‑2 positive samples. The coverage plots of A HPV51, B HPV52, C HPV59, 
and D SARS‑CoV‑2 aligned to the respective target HPV and SARS‑CoV‑2 genomes
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the predominant C > T substitutions in HPV51 sam-
ples. TCW trinucleotide context has previously been 
described as a target sequence of APOBEC3 proteins 
[16]. T > C and C > A substitutions were the most preva-
lent in SARS-CoV-2 samples (Fig. 4).

Reproducibility of consensus sequences, MNVs, 
and mutational signatures between replicates
Technical between-run replicates of six HPV51 and nine 
HPV52 positive samples were used to assess the repro-
ducibility of both consensus sequence identification and 

Fig. 3 Mean number of variants per gene normalized by gene length presented as heatmap. A HPV51, HPV52, and HPV59 positives samples B 
SARS‑CoV‑2 positive samples

Fig. 4 Mutational signatures in HPV51, HPV52, HPV59, and SARS‑CoV‑2 positive clinical samples. The mean proportion of 96 trinucleotide context 
types is shown below the plots across the different substitution categories. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean
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minor nucleotide calling. Replicates were tagmented, 
PCR amplified, and sequenced independently. In total, 
seven replicates did not meet the minimum require-
ments to be included in the analysis due to mean cover-
age being < 300× in one or both samples (n = 5) or having 
failed forward or reverse reactions in one of the samples 
(n = 2).

The sequencing results of the eight replicates included 
in the analysis are presented in Table  2. The results 
of two sequencing runs were significantly different 
(Wilcoxon paired two-tail test) in terms of the num-
ber of trimmed reads (p = 0.008), reads mapping to 
HPV (p = 0.008), reads mapping to the targeted HPV 
(p = 0.008), and mean coverage between pairs of samples 
(p = 0.008). However, the percentage of genome covered 
with > 100× and > 300× was unaffected by the sequencing 
run (Wilcoxon paired two-tail test, p = 0.2, and p = 0.5, 
respectively).

Consensus sequences between replicates were identi-
cal, except for a few positions, ranging between 1 and 6 

nucleotides (Table  3). Conversely, replicates exhibited a 
large difference in MNVs between the two runs (Table 4). 
Identical MNVs shared between replicates ranged 
between zero and three. However, the total number of 
MNVs in replicates detected between the two runs was 
not significantly different (Wilcoxon paired two-tail test, 
p = 0.3).

To further investigate whether the observed difference 
would affect the calculation of gene variability, MNVs in 
different runs were grouped by the genes they occurred 
in, regardless of the HPV type, and counted (Additional 
file  1: Table  S4). Even though MNVs were at different 
positions, their numbers per gene were not significantly 
different between runs (Wilcoxon paired two-tailed test, 
p = 0.4).

Furthermore, the reproducibility of mutational signa-
ture analysis was also assessed. In both sequencing runs, 
regardless of the HPV type, the same pattern of C > T and 
T > C substitutions was detected (Additional file  1: Fig-
ure S4). The number of all observed substitutions in their 

Table 2 Overview of the results of two sequencing runs of eight HPV‑positive replicated samples

Sample ID # of trimmed 
reads (mil)

# of reads 
mapped to HPV 
(mil)

# of reads 
mapped to 
target (mil)

Mean coverage % Genome covered by 
minimum 100x

% Genome covered by 
minimum 300x

Run1 Run2 Run1 Run2 Run1 Run2 Run1 Run2 Run1 (%) Run2 (%) Run1 (%) Run2 (%)

1‑HPV51 10.8 4.5 2.8 0.8 2.8 0.8 27,662 8865 100 100 97 99

2‑HPV52 5.1 2.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2 5444 2872 100 100 96 97

3‑HPV52 6.3 3.5 4.7 2.6 4.7 2.6 50,735 29,829 100 100 100 100

4‑HPV51 12.6 3.3 8.4 1.3 8.4 1.3 71,702 13,628 100 100 100 98

5‑HPV52 4.9 0.9 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 5834 1373 100 100 95 84

6‑HPV52 5.9 2.5 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 8500 4124 100 100 98 99

7‑HPV51 10.0 2.5 5.4 0.8 5.4 0.8 52,417 8402 100 100 100 97

8‑HPV52 9.5 4.5 8.8 3.0 8.8 3.0 82,704 32,611 100 100 100 100

Table 3 Overview of major nucleotide calling results used to generate consensus genome sequences in eight HPV replicates

For each pair of samples, the number of identical major nucleotides between runs, the number of nucleotides called in one of the runs, and the number of called 
nucleotides differing between runs are shown. The mean coverage of the called major nucleotides in two runs is also presented

Sample ID # of identically called major 
nucleotides in Run1 and Run2

# of major nucleotides 
called only in

# of major nucleotides called 
differently between runs

Mean coverage of the 
major nucleotide

Run1 Run2 Run1 Run2

1‑HPV51 7766 1 6 0 27,711 8886

2‑HPV52 7941 0 0 0 5429 2869

3‑HPV52 7942 0 0 0 50,585 29,773

4‑HPV51 7788 1 6 0 71,638 13,617

5‑HPV52 7941 1 0 0 5816 1372

6‑HPV52 7942 0 0 0 8474 4117

7‑HPV51 7787 3 2 0 52,371 8405

8‑HPV52 7942 0 0 0 82,431 32,528
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respective trinucleotide context was not significantly dif-
ferent between runs, as well as their mean proportions 
(Wilcoxon paired two-tailed test, p = 0.4).

Discussion
TaME-seq2 enables in-depth analysis of DNA and RNA 
viruses by exploiting the latest kits and efficient soft-
ware. Compared to the previous version of TaME-seq, 
the bioinformatics pipeline is approximately 40× faster 
without affecting the analysis quality. The laboratory 
workflow was improved by implementing the latest Nex-
tera tagmentation kit accompanied by touchdown PCR, 
known to increase the amplification yield and decrease 
off-target amplification [17]. Adding unique dual indexes 
minimizes the risk of calling erroneous low-frequency 
variants due to index hopping.

The number of HPV samples passing the threshold is 
affected by lower initial DNA input and/or low viral load 
in samples, a general feature of multiplex target enrich-
ment protocols and reported for the previous version 
of the protocol [15]. In SARS-CoV-2 samples, the high 
number of Illumina-tail-extended primers was most 
likely responsible for the primer-dimer formation, in 
turn causing reduced amplification yield. The sequenc-
ing depth of SARS-CoV-2 samples was in some positions 
very low (Fig. 2D), probably caused by the primer pools 
not being designed for the TaME-seq2 protocol but for 
tiling amplicon sequencing, affecting amplification per-
formance. Even though the method was successfully 
applied as a proof-of-concept, further optimization of the 
laboratory workflow and primer pools is recommended.

The only deletion and viral integration into the human 
genome were found in the HPV59 positive within-run 
replicate, indicating a repeatability in detecting deletion/
integration events as shown for the previous iteration of 
the protocol [10]. Detected breakpoints in early genes 

accompanied by complete or partial deletion of E1 and 
E2 have frequently been observed for HPV integrations 
[12]. Integrations into the human genome were not found 
in SARS-CoV-2 positive samples, confirming previous 
findings [18].

The mean number of MNVs in included HPV types was 
similar and in line with previous studies [14, 19–22]. In 
SARS-CoV-2 samples, a higher mean number of detected 
MNVs compared to HPV-positive samples is probably the 
consequence of the significant difference in genome size 
between HPV and SARS-CoV-2. Furthermore, a higher 
mutation rate is expected in RNA viruses, which repli-
cate using low-fidelity RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 
[23]. As the SARS-CoV-2 samples exhibited somewhat 
lower mean coverage and sequencing depth compared to 
HPV, it can be expected that higher sequencing coverage 
would increase the number of detected MNVs.

Mutational signatures found in HPV51, 52, and 59 were 
almost identical, with C > T and T > C being the most 
prevalent substitutions regardless of the trinucleotide 
context and HPV type. The same signatures were also 
found in previously assessed types HPV16, 18, 31, 33, and 
45 [14, 19]. T > C and C > A substitutions were the most 
prevalent in SARS-CoV-2 samples, as shown in similar 
studies [6, 7].

The reproducibility of the TaME-seq2 performance 
was assessed with eight HPV-positive replicates, which 
underwent independent library preparation and sequenc-
ing. As the number of samples on the flow cells differed 
between the sequencing runs, the number of generated 
reads between runs differed. However, the overall per-
formance of TaME-seq2 in terms of the percentage of 
genome covered with > 300× per sample replicate was 
not significantly different between the two runs.

Consensus sequences were identical between the two 
runs irrespective of HPV types, except for a few low 

Table 4 Overview of MNV calling results in eight HPV replicates

For each pair of samples, the number of identical MNVs between runs, the number of MNVs called only in one of the runs, the number of MNVs differing between runs 
is shown, and the total number of MNVs found. Mean coverage of the called MNVs in two runs is also presented

Sample ID # of identically called MNVs 
in Run 1 and Run 2

# of MNVs called 
only in

# of MNVs called 
differently between runs

Total # of MNVs found Mean coverage of 
the called MNVs

Run1 Run2 Run1 Run2 Run1 Run2

1‑HPV51 1 12 11 13 12 37 219

2‑HPV52 0 22 22 22 22 60 32

3‑HPV52 1 2 7 3 8 653 77

4‑HPV51 2 5 7 7 9 465 100

5‑HPV52 1 24 12 25 13 34 41

6‑HPV52 1 11 29 12 30 39 53

7‑HPV51 0 4 5 4 5 1231 23

8‑HPV52 3 0 5 3 8 676 282
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coverage positions in some of the samples. On the other 
hand, the shared number of identical MNVs between repli-
cates of each pair was low. Identification of low-frequency 
variants depends mainly on the coverage at the given site. 
In our previous study, the number of detected low-fre-
quency MNVs increased with the mean coverage, reaching 
a saturation plateau at ~ 12 000× [10]. As identical nucle-
otides in replicated samples might have different cover-
age, the number of detected MNVs at identical positions 
is expected to differ. Moreover, only a small proportion of 
HPV genomes in the sample harbours MNVs. As tagmen-
tation, PCR amplification, and sequencing are stochas-
tic processes favouring higher-frequency variants within 
samples, many low-frequency variants can be expected to 
stay undetected. Especially PCR amplification introduces 
biases, favouring amplification of higher-frequency vari-
ants [24], thereby altering the analysed intra-host variation 
composition in a stochastic manner. Even if the sequenc-
ing depth of the whole HPV genome is above the satura-
tion plateau, it cannot be expected that all identical MNVs 
would be detected after the sample replicates are tag-
mented, PCR-amplified, and sequenced independently.

The total number of detected MNVs between replicates 
sequenced in two different runs was not significantly dif-
ferent. Regardless of HPV type, the gene variability did 
not differ significantly between independent runs. Fur-
thermore, assigning the MNVs by their substitution type 
in a trinucleotide context did not show a significant dif-
ference between runs or HPV types (Additional file  1: 
Figure S4). Overall, the results indicate that the method 
is suitable for investigating intra-host MNV diversity and 
is in line with similar studies [2, 3]. The mutational sig-
nature analysis is robustly detecting the specific within-
patient mutation patterns.

Conclusion
TaME-seq2 proved well suited for both consensus 
sequence identification, low-frequency viral genome var-
iation, and viral-chromosomal integration analysis. Now, 
the repertoire of TaME-seq2 encompasses HPV51, 52, 
and 59 in addition to HPV16, 18, 31, 33, and 45. More-
over, with the addition of Illumina TruSeq-compatible 
adapter tails to previously developed primers, the same 
method was successfully applied as a proof-of-concept 
for the analysis of SARS-CoV-2, implying the ease of 
adapting TaME-seq2 to a broader variety of viruses. 
However, further optimization of the laboratory work-
flow and primer pools is recommended.

Methods
Sample material
The study included the following material: (i) Cervical 
cell samples positive for HPV51, 52, and 59 (Additional 

file  1: Table  S1). The samples are part of a research 
biobank and were collected between 2005 and 2008 from 
women participating in the cervical cancer screening 
program in Norway [25, 26]. These samples had either a 
single infection or multiple infections with at least one of 
the targeted types (n = 36, 12 per type). (ii) Paired tech-
nical HPV-positive replicates (n = 16), of which 15 pairs 
were sequenced in separate sequencing runs and one 
replicate pair sequenced within the same sequencing run. 
(iii) Positive controls, two HPV harbouring plasmid sam-
ples per targeted type from the Equalis global HPV DNA 
typing proficiency study 2019 [27] containing either a 
single HPV type or multiple HPV types. (iv) 23 SARS-
CoV-2 cDNA samples from a study on suspected intra-
hospital SARS-CoV-2 transmissions during the first wave 
of the COVID-19 pandemic [28]. Briefly, samples under-
went reverse transcription in 10 μl reactions, containing 
2 μl  LunaScript® RT SuperMix (NEB, Ipswich, MA) and 
8 μl sample RNA with the following incubation program: 
25 °C for 2 min; 55 °C for 10 min; 95 °C for 1 min.

Laboratory workflow
A detailed workflow of the protocol can be accessed at: 
dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.dm6gpjxy5gzp/v1. 
The updated TaME-seq2 protocol includes a previously 
described protocol used for designing HPV51, 52, and 59 
specific primers [10] (Fig. 1). SARS-CoV-2 primers were 
designed by adding Illumina TruSeq-compatible adapter 
tails to the 5’ends of the ARTIC Version 3 primer set 
designed by the Artic Network [29].

TaME-seq2 compatible unique dual indexes were 
designed using the  IDT® for  Illumina® DNA/RNA UD 
Indexes as a template and adding Nextera-compatible 
adapter tails as described previously [10, 30]. All prim-
ers were synthesised by Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc. 
(Waltham, MA).

HPV and SARS-CoV-2 specific forward and reverse 
primer pools were prepared separately in equal volumes 
and diluted to a concentration of 15 µM. The unique dual 
indexes were diluted to 10  µM and corresponding i5/i7 
pairs were combined.

The updated TaME-seq2 protocol includes tagmenta-
tion and post-tagmentation clean-up using the  Illumina® 
DNA Prep Tagmentation kit (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, 
CA) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations 
but using half the recommended reaction volumes. Qia-
gen Multiplex PCR Master Mix (Qiagen, Hilden, Ger-
many) was prepared and mixed with tagmented DNA 
still attached to the bead-linked transposomes. DNA-
containing master mixes were divided into two separate 
PCR reactions of equal volumes, and forward or reverse 
virus-specific primer pools were added to the respective 
PCR reactions. Primer pool concentrations were 0.6 µM 
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and the final concentration of i5/i7 index primers was 
0.8 µM per 25 µl PCR reaction.

The updated protocol includes a touchdown PCR 
consisting of 5  min initial denaturation and hot start at 
95  °C; 10 touchdown cycles consisting of denaturation 
at 95 °C for 30 s, annealing at 68 °C for 90 s, decreasing 
by 1  °C per cycle, and elongation at 72  °C for 30  s; 26 
cycles with the fixed annealing temperature at 58  °C for 
90 s with the PCR cycling parameters as in the previous 
cycling step; and final extension at 68 °C for 10 min. The 
bead-linked transposomes were removed before the for-
ward and reverse reactions were pooled in equal volumes 
and submitted to clean-up and two-sided size selection 
using purification beads  (Illumina® DNA Prep Tagmen-
tation kit) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
The libraries were then washed three times using a 
0.65 × ratio of Sample Purification beads (Beckman Coul-
ter, Brea, CA) to remove excess primer-dimers and short 
fragments < 300 bp.

Due to the detection of primer-dimer excess (⁓150 bp) 
in the SARS-CoV-2 sample libraries after size selection 
and clean-up, a DNA gel-extraction was performed using 
the  Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (Pro-
mega, Madison, WI) to extract fragments > 300 bps.

Quality and quantity of pooled libraries were assessed 
on Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer using Agilent High Sensitiv-
ity DNA Kit (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA) 
before sequencing on the NovaSeq 6000 platform with 
the SP Reagent Kit v1.5 (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA). 
Samples were sequenced as 151 bp paired-end reads.

Bioinformatic workflow
The TaME-seq2 bioinformatic pipeline includes trimming 
of raw pair-end reads by removal of adapters, virus-spe-
cific primers, and nucleotides with a quality < 20 by cut-
adapt (v3.4) and quality check by FastQC (v.0.11.9) and 
MultiQC (v1.10.1). The trimmed reads were mapped to 
the virus-specific and human (hg38) reference genomes 
using HISAT2 [31] (v2.2.1). All available HPV reference 
genomes retrieved from the Papillomavirus Episteme 
(PaVE) [32] database were used in the reference genome 
file for HPV-positive samples, while NC_045512.2 was 
used for SARS-CoV-2 positive samples. Subsequently, 
mpileup from bcftool (v1.12) compiled the mapping sta-
tistics at a single nucleotide resolution. Mapping statis-
tics and sequencing coverage from forward and reverse 
reactions for each sample were combined and visualised 
with an in-house R (v3.5.1) script, enabling evaluation of 
the method performance and downstream chromosomal 
integration and sequence variation analysis. This study 
excluded samples with < 300× mean sequencing depth 
from downstream analyses. This threshold may vary 
depending on the research aim.

Integration analysis
Viral chromosomal integration analysis was performed as 
described previously [10]. In brief, discordant read-pairs 
from the HISAT2 mapping were identified, and potential 
integration sites were reported if  ≥ 2 human-mapping 
reads exhibited unique start and/or end coordinates. The 
LAST aligner remapped HISAT2-unmapped reads to the 
reference genomes, thereby identifying junction reads. 
Positions covered with ≥ 3 junction reads, with unique 
start and end coordinates, were designated potential inte-
gration breakpoints. All viral-human integration points 
were validated by visualizing junction and discordant 
reads mapped to the identified human genome regions by 
Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV, v2.5.3). Integration 
sites reported exclusively by read mapping to repetitive 
regions, split reads, and reads falsely identified as unique 
due to the few missing bases probably removed during 
trimming, were discarded.

Minor nucleotide variant calling analysis
Variant calling was conducted using an in-house R script 
similarly as previously described [10]. Samples with failed 
forward or reverse reactions were excluded from MNV 
analysis. Nucleotides with a mean Phred score ≤ 30, 
nucleotides observed ≤ 3 in each position, and nucleotide 
positions with < 100× coverage were omitted from the 
analysis. All nucleotide variants for each position were 
counted from forward and reverse reactions separately. 
The most frequent variant in a position was designated 
Major while the second most frequent variant was desig-
nated MNV. If identified MNVs differed between forward 
and reverse reactions, the variant in the reaction with 
the highest coverage was used. A filtering step discarded 
MNVs with a frequency ≤ 1% within a sample. Detected 
MNVs of targeted HPV types found in the non-coding 
region (NCR) were manually investigated, discarding 
those present in homopolymeric regions (nucleotide 
repeated ≥ 5 times). Called MNVs were used in the muta-
tional signature analysis classifying MNVs as either C > A, 
C > G, C > T, T > A, T > C, or T > G substitutions and fur-
ther into 96 trinucleotide contexts and the proportional 
number of each substitution in each trinucleotide context 
per sample was calculated.

Reproducibility and repeatability analysis
The reproducibility and repeatability of the method were 
assessed using within-run and/or between-run repli-
cates. After removing samples that failed to meet the 
filtering criteria, eight between-run and one within-run 
pairs underwent variant calling and integration analysis. 
Consensus sequences were generated by combining the 
forward and reverse reactions and calling the nucleotide 
with the highest coverage in each position (min. 20×). 
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The consensus sequences and MNVs identified between 
technical replicate pairs were then compared against 
each other.
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